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On a Mixed Mode Multiple
Access Schemefor Packet-Swjtched
Radio Channels
MICHEL SCHOLL AND LEONARD KLEINROCK, FELLOW,IEEE

Abstract-We extend the study of access schemesfor packet-switched
.radio channels as an alternative to conventional wire communications
for data transmission among users. Among the various multiple access
schemes previou+y implemented or proposed, ALOHA presents many
advantages, especially for a large population of bursty users. However,
morethan 60% of the ALOHA channelcapacity is wasted.In this
paper we introduce a separate large carrier-sensing user who “steals”
slots which remain unused by
the background of ALOHA users. This
leads to a newmultiple-accessscheme:theMixed
ALOHA Carrier
Sense (MACS) access scheme, whose performance we analyze.
The total
channel utilization is significantly increased with MACS, and the delaythroughput performance of both the large user and the background of
ALOHAusersis
shown to bebetterwith
MACS thanwith a “split
channel” mode in which ttie large user and the ALOHA users are each
permanentlyassigned a portion of thechannel.
’

I. -INTRODUCTION
Numerouspapershavealreadyappearedintheliterature
which discuss the constantly growing need for data communication channels and the problem of allocating these expensive
resourcesamonganeverincreasingnumberofburstyusers
[ 1, 21. In this paper, we focus attention on data communication overpacket-switchedradiochannels.Thesebroadcast
radio channels are effective alternatives
t o conventional wire
communications [ 3 , 4 ] .
A large numberofmethodshavepreviouslybeenimplemented or proposed which attempt to
resolve the foliowing
problem: how to share a single broadcast channel and how t o
control access to thatchannelinsome
multi-accessfashion
at an acceptable level of performance. These methods fall into
thefollowingcategories:FixedAssignment-Time
Division
MultipleAccess(TDMA)andFrequency
DivisionMultiple
Access (FDMA) [ 5 ] ; Roll Call Polling [ 5 , 61 ; Random Access
Schemes-ALOHA [ 3 , 7 , 8, 91 andCarrierSenseMultipie
Access(CSMA)
[ 4 ] ; andmorerecently,reservation
[ 101
andconflict-freedynamictechniques
[ 11,121.The
use of
packet radio communication has been experimented with in
theALOHASystem[7]andinthepacketradionetwork
beingdevelopedby
the AdvancedResearchProjectsAgency
[131.
The ranking of the multipleaccess schemes presented above
will often depend upon the specific environment in which they
operate. Nonetheless, ALOHA provides
a small delay and
an
efficient channel utilization at low traffic and does not require
that users be in line-of-sight (LOS) and within range of each
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other.This is animportantconsideration.However,
we are
dismayedthatthemaximalchannelefficiencyisonly
l/e
.37 and therefore a large part of the channel capacityis wasted
with ALOHA. In order t o increase the channel utilization, we
introducetrafficfrom
a separatesource (if there is any),
referred t o as largeuser, on the same channel being used by
the large population of burstyALOHAusers,referred
t o as
small users. As an example, we might consider
a background
ofburstyinteractivesmallusers,togetherwith
alargeuser
transmitting a large amount of data (e.g., a file transmission)
whichneednotbecharacterizedbyshort
service times.
Several papers have already suggested the use of a radio channel in an environment including small users and
a large user
[9, 14, 15, 161.
In thefollowing,
we introduceandanalyzethe
Mixed
ALOHA Carrier Sense (MACS) mode. In sucha multiple access
scheme, we use the carrier sensing capability of the large user,
i.e., his capability of listening to the carrier of the small user
transmissions. By sensing the carrier (i.e., listening t o activity
in thechannel),the
largeuser“steals”slotswhichremain
unused by the background of small slotted-ALOHA users. We
give priority to the small users, and since they are controlling
the entire bandwidth, they perform better than
if they were
dedicatedonly a part of the availablebandwidth.However,
since the large user has lower priority (he will not transmit a
packet unless all smali users are quiet, Le., carrier absent), he
rhay incur higher delays and achieve less throughput than if he
were dedicated a portion of the available bandwidth.
Not only is the throughput-delay performance of the small
users improved with MACS (as opposed to the “split-channel”
assignment), but the total channel utilization
is shown t o b e
significantly increased with MACS. In addition, for all (given)
values of the smallusers’ traffic, we show that a higher throughput is achieved by the large user with MACS than with a split
channel mode in which the large user and the small users are
dedicated two separate channels.
I1 welist
ourassumptions,characterizethe
InSection
trafficmodelandpresenttheoperationalfeaturesofthe
MACS protocol.Thelarge
user’s throughput-delayperformanceandthetotalchannelutilizationareanalyzedinSection 111. Finally, MACS is compared t o a split channel mode in
Section IV and some concluding remarks are made in Section
V.

11. TRAFFIC MODEL, PROTOCOL AND SYSTEM
ASSUMPTIONS
We consider asinglehigh-speedbroadcastradiochannel
which is shared among users in
a packet-switched mode. All
packets are of constant length requiring P seconds for transmission [forboththk
smallandlargeusers]andaretransmitted over an assumed noiseless channel. The system assumes
no multipath effect. (The effect of multipathis to introduce a
time-spread on t h e signal.) We assume a non-capture system,
i.e., the overlapof
anyfraction of twopacketsresultsin
destructionofboth.Inaddition,acknowledgmenttrafficis
assumed to be carried over a separate channel.
This single channel carries traffic from
alarge number of
small users as well as the traffic from a single large user. The
smallusers
contendforthechannel
in a slottedALOHA
fashion[3]and
collectively formanindependent
Poisson
sourcewithanaggregatemeanpacketgenerationrateof
XI packet/s. We assumeaninfinitenumber
ofsmallusers.
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This is anapproximationto
alarge (butfinite)numberof
smallusers
whogeneratepacketsinfrequentlyandwhose
packets can be successfully transmitted in a time interval much
less than the time between successive packet generations at a
givenuser. Eachsmalluser
is assumed t o have at most one
packetrequiringtransmissionatanytime(includingany
previously collided packet) [ 31 . The large user is buffered with
an infinite buffer size. Packets are generated at the large user
according t o a Poisson point process with intensity
A2 packet/s,
independent of the smallusers’arrival
process;this is the
meaning of a “large” user, namely, he has a significant packet
generationratebyhimselfand
heisbuffered.Packetsgenerated at the large user are served on a first-come-first served
(FCFS) basis. The large user is assumed to be in line-of-sight
and within range of all small users. Therefore, we assume that
the large user has the ability to sense the carrier of any small
user’s transmission on the channel. In the context of packet
radio
channels,
sensing
carrier
prior
t o transmission
was
originallysuggested by D. Wax of the UniversityofHawaii
in a memorandum dated March 4 , 197 1. This concept has been
applied t o carriersensemultiple-access(CSMA)modes
by
Kleinrock and Tobagi [ 4 ] . Furthermore, the time required to
detect the carrier due to
a packet transmission is considered
to be negligible. The maximum propagation delay 7 between
any smalluser and the large user is considered t o be only a
small fraction a of the packet transmission time P. a is chosen
to be equal to .01 in the numerical calculations throughout
this paper.
The time axis is slotted as in Fig. 1. All users are forced t o
start their transmissions only at the beginning of a slot and are
synchronized as follows: When a small user has a packet ready
for transmission(anewlygenerated
or previouslycollided
packet [ 3 ] ) , hetransmitsthecarrier(withoutdatamodulation) for the first 7 seconds of the slot and then transmits the
(information) packet over the nextP seconds.
When the large userhasapacketreadyfortransmission,
he senses the carrier at the beginning of the slot. After a maximum of 7 seconds, the large useris able t o detect the presence
or absence of the carrier. If the carrier is present (one or more
small users are transmitting in the current slot) the large user
remainsquietuntilthebeginningofthefollowingslotand
then operates as above.
The last 7 seconds of a slot in Fig. 1 account for the maximum delay between the end of a packet transmission and the
end of its reception (by thelarge user). The practical problems
involved in synchronizing users are not addressed in this paper.
Finally, we characterizethetrafficasfollows.Let
S1 =
Alp and S2 = A2P. SI and S2 are the average number of packetsgeneratedpertransmissiontime,
i.e., they are the input
rates normalized with respect
t o P respectively for the small
S = Sl -I-S2 be the total
usersandforthelargeuser.Let
normalized input rate. In equilibrium, Sl,Sp, and S can also
be referred to as the
small user, large user and total channel
throughput rates (also referred t o as channel utilizations [ 3 1 ).
Ifwe
wereable t o perfectlyschedulethepacketsintothe
available channel space with no overlap and no gaps between
packets, we could achieve a maximum throughput equal t o 1.
The maximum achievable throughput for an access scheme
is
called the channel capacity of the scheme and is denoted by
C = max S.
In addition, let A1 = AlP[l -I- 2aI and A, = h z P [ l 2 ~ 1 .
AI and A2 are the small user and large user input rates normalized with respect to one slot.
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Below, we solve for the channel capacity C and the delaythroughput performance of the small users and the large user.
111. THROUGHPUT AND DELAY ANALYSIS

The delay-throughput performance of the ALOHA population (small users) is not affected by the presence of the large
user (except that the slot size is P(l -I- 2a) instead of P when
there is n o large user). An analysis of the small user performance in a ground radio environment can be found in [ 41 which
is similar to the satellite treatment in [ 3, 91. In particular, the
small user load (number of packets per slot)
is given by

Al = Ge-G

(1)

is
where G (average number of packets transmitted per slot)
theofferedtrafficrate(newlygeneratedand
previously
collided packets) of the ALOHA population.
On the other hand, the large user’s transmission is sensitive
to the ALOHA traffic: the higher is the ALOHA traffic, the
lower will be the large user’s throughput.

IIIJ Large User’s Throughput Analysisand Total Channel
Capacity
Three kinds of slots can be identified in a slotted ALOHA
mode:
i) “Successful” slots in which onepacket issuccessfully
transmitted (one and only one user is transmitting).
ii) “Collision” slots in which more than one small user
is
transmitting. Packets “collide” and must be retransmitted.
iii) “Idle” slots in which n o small user is transmitting (each
small user either has no packet t o transmit or has rescheduled
the transmission of a previously collided packet for some later
time).
In the first two
cases, the channel issensedbusyby
the
largeuser. In the third case (idle slot), the channel is sensed
idlebythe
large userwhomay“steal”theseidleslotsfor
transmitting his own packets; this significantly increases the
total channel utilization. For a
given ALOHA traffic rate G ,
themaximum
achievable throughputrate
A2 atthe large
user is given through the Poisson formula by:

A2 = e-G.

(2)

Indeed A2 may be-defined as the expected value of the random variable (r.v.) S, the number of packets generated at the
large user that are allowed t o get “through” the channel in a
given slot. Then

A2 = E($) = 1 X P{s = 1) + 0 X P{s = 0).
i
Observing that PI,? = 1) = P{idle slot} = e-G, We get1
1 The ALOHA channel traffic is an I.V. (with mean G) representing
the total number of packets transmitted by all ALOHA users in a slot.
The ALOHA channel traffic is assumed to be Poisson distributed. The
accuracy of thisassumption has beenexamined in [9] through simulation and has been shown to be quite good. The smaller is the throughput, the better is the Poisson approximation.

Eq. ( 2 ) . Note that under steady state conditions, this maximumthroughput A2 is achievedwithinfinitedelayatthe
Al =
largeuser. From Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) andobservingthat
s 1 ( 1 + 2 a ) and Az = Sz(1 i2a), we obtain the total channel
throughput rate (normalized with respect to
P):

S=

(G

+ 1)e-G
1 + 2a

(3)

The maximum value of S is achieved when
from the ALOHA background):

G = 0 (no traffic

1

C=maxS=-.
1

+ 2a

(4)
0

Eq.(4)’illustratesthefactthatwhenthesmallusersare
quiet, a maximum throughputof 1 packet/slot maybe achieved
at the large user (with infinite delay) and also that for each
packettransmitted,aportion
of thechannel is wasted ( 2 7
seconds are wasted for control in each slot).
In Fig. 2 we plot the total channel throughput A = S( 1
2a) = ( 1
G)e-G andtheALOHA(smalluser)throughput
A, normalized with respect to a slot versus the ALOHA traffic
rate G. A decreases with increasing values of G from 1(G = 0)
t o 0 (C = 00).
Because of the ALOHA population, the channel eventually
drifts into saturation (unstable channel), i.e., the throughputs
(A1 and A) will go t o zero while the channel load will increase
withoutbound
[ 3 ] . However,byapplyingdynamiccontrol
policies [ 171, we cangetastablechannelwithabounded
ALOHA traffic. Therefore, the probability
of an“idle”slot
is greater than zero and
we can achieve a throughput for the
largeuser A2 which is greater than zero. Since the performance obtained for slotted ALOHA by applying stabilizing control policies has been shown [9, 171 t o be close to the quasistationary performance (for an unstable channel), clearly the
same will be true when we include the large user as well as the
ALOHA background which controls the channel. Throughout
this paper, we use the ALOHA results achievable only over a
finite time horizon (unstable channel) as approximate results
for a stable channel and assumeG < 1.
When G = 1 (Fig. 2), the ALOHA background achieves a
maximum throughput (see Eq. ( 1 ) )

+

Al = l/e.
It is interestingtonotethatatthis
value the large user’s
throughput is also A2 = l / e and so A = 2 / e . When G goes t o
zero, so does Al, but A2 (which is also the probability of an
idle slot) increases to 1. The probabilityof a conflict in a given
slotbetweenmorethanone(small)user(equal
t o 1 - A)
decreases as G goes to zero, from 1 - 2 / e (at G = 1) to zero
(at G = 0).
It can easily be shown [ 181 that the performance predicted
fromourmodel(Eqs.
( 1 ) to (4)) is much greater than the
performance predicted by the large user model [9, 141. In that
model,firststudiedbyL.Robertsinanunpublishednote,
one considers a large buffered user and a population of small
users (modeled by an infinite population as described above).
The large user and the small users compete on the same channel and both groups use slotted ALOHA.

Figure 2.

1
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MACS: Total Channel and Aloha Throughputs versus G .

III.2 Delay Analysis for the Large User
In this section, we solve for the expected packet delay
T
at the large user normalized with respect
to the packet transmission time P. The packet delay is defined as the time period
elapsing from its instant
of generation to the end of its successful transmission.
Let us define the “service time”
j;. of a packet at the large
user as the number of slotsittakestotransmitthepacket
from the first time the
carrier is sensed at the large user for
this packet, until the end
of the transmission of this packet.
Since the ALOHA channel traffic is Poisson distributed (see
footnote l), we have

and so the servicetime 2 is geometricallydistributedwith
mean E[;;] = X = e G .
Apacketwhich
is generatedwhenthelargeuser
is idle
mustwaitduringa“restperiod”untilthebeginning
of the
next slot before sensing the carrier, i.e., before its “service”
starts. Therefore, we canmodelthelargeuser
as an M/G/l
queue with rest period [ 191, FCFS order of service, (Poisson)
arrival process with intensity h z , geometric service time (with
parameter e - G ) anddeterministicrestperiodwithlength
one slot. It is shown in [ 191 that the expected time in system
(delay) in an M/G/l queue withrest period is given by:

w h e r e 2 and x L a r e t h e first and second moments of service
time, To and To2 are the first and second moments of the rest
period and h is the intensity of the Poisson arrival process.
In our model these quantities become

-

TO2/2F0=

h (slots).
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constraint of a maximum average delay at the large user equal
t o D slots.Clearlywithamaximumdelay
D = 5, the maximum achievable throughput at the large user is close to the
limitingthroughput(infinitedelay)for
all
values
of
the
ALOHA throughput.
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Recalling that the slot size is equal t o P( 1 -t 2a) and substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. ( 6 ) , we finally have T expressed in units
of P seconds as

T = 12(e20i\;2)

‘I

+ -2

(1

<

+2a)

where A = X2(1 -I- 2a)P istheinputrateatthe
normalized with respect to one slot.

largeuser

III.3 Large User’s Delay-Throughput Characteristic
From Eq. (8) it is clear that the limiting throughput at the
large user is e-G (with infinite delay) and that the expected
packet delay increases as the small user traffic rate
G increases.
When G = 0, Eq. (8) reduces to the expression of the expected
packet delay in an M/D/1 slotted system where the
“service
time” of each packet of the large user is exactly one slot.
This is illustratedin Fig. 3 where T is plotted versus the
input rate S2 at the large user normalized with respect
to a
packet transmission time P for various values of G.
The large user’s throughput A2 (packets/slot) and the small
users’ throughput A, (packets/slot) are compared in Fig. 4 for
various values of D, the delay at the large user (expressed in
slots: D = T/( 1 -I- 2a). The shaded region identifies the feasible
region. The limiting contour A, versus A2 (Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) )
for G
1 corresponds t o infinite delay at the large user. The
regioninside theboundarydelimitedbytheaxes
AI = 0,
A2 = 0 and the contour A1 versus A, for a given finite value
of D(e.g.,D
= 5) representsthesetoffeasibleachievable
throughputsatthe
largeuserandthesmalluserswiththe

<

The results of Section 111 justify the inclusion of traffic
from the two different sources on the same channel since we
may then achieveaverylarge
totalchannelutilization.For
example, if we ask thattheALOHAuserpopulationwith
MACS receive the same maximum throughput (l/e)
as they
could with slotted ALOHA, then, in addition, the
large user
can also receive l/e, thus doubling the channel throughput.
Here we approach the problem from a synthesis viewpoint.
That is,given thetrafficfromsource1(thesmallALOHA
users) and source 2 (the large user), the question is whether
W) so that a
oneshouldsplitthechannel(ofbandwidth
portion, aW of the bandwidth (a l ) , is assigned to the large
user and the rest, (1 - a)W, to the small users; this we call the
“a-split.” The a-split will be compared to the casewhen we
mixthetwotrafficsourcesaccordingtothe
MACS mode
studied above. We already know that for the small users, the
bestperformance
is obtainedwhentheyareprovidedthe
entirebandwidth. By splittingthechannel,
we increase the
smallusers’ delay and reduce their throughput. However, we
inquire as t o whether the large user gains by this split.
Assume anasplitofthechannel.For
allvaluesof
G
(small users’ traffic), since the slotted ALOHA throughput
is
equal to orless than l/e, we have the following constraint:
1-a

-2 SI (packets/P).
e

From Eq. (l), we then have

(10)
Observing that a represents the maximum throughput achievable at the large user, the upper bound on throughput at the
is simply
largeuser for agivenvalue
of G withana-split
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obtained from Eq. (10) as
eGe-G1(1+2a)

a<l-

1

+ 2a

s2 = -.

1

.76

.a9

1

Sz

Figure 6 . MACS and Split Channel: a versus S2.
We wish t o solve for ao, such that

a So2.
=

(1 1 )

From Eq: (2) the, maximum achievable throughput (in packets/P) at thelarge user with MACS for a given value of S is:
0-

.4
.5
LARGE USER INPUTRATE

0

Ta, = T

Observe from Eq. (10) that we must have:

G

+ 2a

S2 is plotted versus G for both systems (Eq. (1 1) and (12) in

Fig. 5). It is clear from this figure that a larger limiting throughput isachieved at the largeuserwith
MACS thanwithan
a-split(exceptwhenthe
smallusers’ trafficisverylow2).
The larger G is, the more dramatic is the increase in throughput obtained with MACS: when G = 1, S2 = l/e( 1 2a) with
MACS (Eq. (1 2)), while at G = 1 -k 2a, S2 = 0 with an a-split
(a = 0: thetotalbandwidth
is requiredforhandlingthe
traffic of the small users who achieve a limiting throughput
equal to l/e).
Both systems (MACS and @-split) may thus achieve a given
large user throughput
S2 provided that the latter is not too
large (from Eq. (1 l), S2
SO^). One wonders if for given
values of G and S2 (CSo2) there exists an a-split such thatthe
expectedlarge user’s packet delay denoted by Ta issignificantly lower than that obtained (for the same values of G and
S2) with MACS, previously denoted by T(Eq.(8)).
Modeling the large user by an MIDI1 queue, we have the
Pollaczek-Khintchine formula [ 201 :

+

<

2 If G 1 0, a throughput Sz = 1 packet/packet transmission time is
achieved with an a-split (a = l), while with MACS, S2 = 1/(1 + 2 0 ) ; a
small part 20 < 1 of the channel capacity is lost for control. The case
G = 0 is of little interest and will be omitted in the following discussion.

a>S2.

Eq. (14) and (1 5) ensure us that an a-split
isfeasible for a
given (G, S p ) pair.
(8), we
Equating the right-hand sides of Eq. (13) and Eq.
obtain a second degree equation ina,for which thereis at most
one solution a. which satisfies the constraints (14) and (1 5).
It turns out that forG .2, the solutiona. of Eq. (14) does
not satisfy Eq. (1 5). In other words, when
G .2, t o get a delay
MACS, one must dedicatea porlower with an a-split than with
tion aW(>aoW) of the bandwidth t o t h e larger user, such that
the remaining portion (1 - cr)W is not sufficient to achieve t h e
small users’ throughput S1 = [Ge-GI(l
2 a ) ] / ( 1 -t 2a); this,
of course, is unacceptable. However, for 0 < G .2 and for a
given value of S2(SS02)the system of Eqs. (14) and (15) has
exactly one solution, i.e., there is a range of possible values of
(Y such that a split-channel provides lower delays at the large
user than does MACS.
Five regions appear in Fig.
6 where (Y is plotted versus S2
for G = . l , a = .01 and S1 = .09.
Inthefirst(doublyshaded)regionforwhich
S2 2 3 9 ,
MACS is not feasible. Because of the presence of the
small users,
one cannot achieve a throughput at the large user greater than
.89.

>

>

+

<
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In two regions we observe that the split-channel mode is
with hACS than it is when dedicated channels are assigned to
not feasible. One or both among the constraints(a< 1 - e S 1 ) the large user and the small users [Section IV].
and (a2 S2) are not satisfied in these regions. As we already
know (seeFig.
9 , it isclear from Fig. 6 thatthelimiting
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